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ABSTRACT 

The Cape vulture is a declining endemic in southern Africa and needs to be carefully rnonitod. In view of the spatio-temporal 
separation of the various age classes it is important to record the age af a bird with each sighting. This has not hapwned in 
the past as no clear, concise agelng guide was available. Detailed descriptions and photographs are presented of birds of each 
age class. This i s  done for seven nestling categories and five age classes of free-flying birds. 

The Cape vulture Gyps coprofheres is now rare in 
South West Africa/Namibia (Brown 1985) and has 
declined markedly in much of southern Africa 
(Boshoff & Vernon 1980; Mundy 1982). The spatio- 
temporal distribution, foraging strategy and 
behaviour of the Cape vulture are directly related to its 
age (Boshoff & Vernon 1980; Mundy 1982, 1983). 
Thus it is important to record the location and age of 
every bird seen; hence the need for a reliable ageing 
guide. The best ageing scheme is based upon a detailed 
examination of the individual in the hand, but this is 
generally not possible nor desirable in most field- 
based studies. This guide has been devised using only 
those external morphological characteristics and 
behaviour patterns which can be seen from afar. There 
is also a need,:among those studying breeding biology, 
for a guide to ageing nestlings. Reasons for this are (i) 
to estimate the date of Iaying from the age class of the 
nestling, (ii) to monitor nestling mortality as a func- 
tion of nestling age and (iii) to document changing 
adult behaviour as the nestling develops. 

METHODS 

The accaunt presented below is based on the authors' 
observations and augments Mundy (1973, 1982) and 
Mundy and Ledger (1975). Field observations consist 
of 15 man-years of about 200 nestdyear to obtain 
nestling, fledgling, juvenile and adult plumage charac- 
teristics. Over 100 visits to roosts were made and about 
150 carcass watches were undertaken to collect data on 
plumage characteristics of immatures and adults. The 
major age classes used follow those recommended by 
Mundy (1982, p. 381, i.e. nestling (seven categories), 
fledgling, juvenile, immature (two categories) and 
adult. Figures I and 2 depict those parts of a vulture 
that are referred to in the descriptions. 

The young vulturc, on hatching after 54-57 days incu- 
bation (Mundy 1982, p. 165; Robertson 1986), is semi- 
altsicial (Nice 1962) and is confined to the nest for 
about 139-171 days (Mundy 1982, p. 188; Robertson 
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FIGURE I: Parts of the Cape vulture integument referred to in the 
text 

FIGURE 2: Parss or the wings mferred to in the text 

1986). During this peribd it is called a "nestIing5', i.e. 
n pullus in the nest (Thornson 1985); the term "chick" 
is rejected as too imprecise as is "eyas" because the lat- 
ter is more suited to falconry (Campbell & Lack 1985, 
p. 199) 



The most accurate and consistent ageing technique for 
the growing nestling is measuring the wing length 
(Mundy 1982, p. 174); however this is a "hands-on" 
method and not in the spirit of this paper which is 
based on observations from afar. Therefore an ageing 
classification has been developed based upon external 
morphological characteristics and simple behaviour 
patterns, by noting the date of hatching and the 
nestling's subsequent development. 

Campbell and Lack (1985, p. 218) are folIowed in 
defining a fledgling as a young bird taking its first 
exploratory flights around the nesting site. 

Dyck (1985) describes a juvenile as having that "first 
plumage in which contour feathers are present". 
However the term is used more restrictively herein: i t .  
as "a young flying bird in its first few months of Iife 
and still wholly or  partially dependent upon its par- 
ents for food". The length of the post fledging depen- 
dence period is highIy variable, lasting up to 210 days 
or more (Robertson 1985, pers. obs.). Sometimes a 
juvenile can still be seen begging food from an adult 
which is attempting to start the subsequent breeding 
cyde. The juvenile does not beg food from its parents 
at carcasses, which is a trait of New World vultures 
(Cathartidae, see Wallace & Temple 1983). This stage 
may last until the juvenile's parents start breeding 
again, i.e. up to six months. 

The transition from juvenile to immature is imprecise 
(see Thornson 1985). The working definition adopted 
here for an immature is "an independent bird but not 
in aduPt plumage; that is retaining to varying degrees 
the juvenile colours and patterns". 

NESTLING CATEGORIES 

The following seven nestling age classes, and approxi- 
mate duration associated with each, are proposed 
(Figure 5, Table 1). 

NI: From hatching to 20 days, median 10 days. 
Small, white and weak, tends to lie prone in nest, is 
brooded tightly by adult as thaugh incubating 
(horizontal position). Nestling is fed by adult lowering 
its head right down to the nest's floor. Face bluish- 
green and eye Hack. The belly shows a remnant yolk- 
sac (as a bare, sIightly protruding, yellowish patch 
some 50 mm in diameter). Squeaks and calIs when left 
alone. 

N2: From 21 to 40 days, median 30 days. 

Nestling has second coat of thick white down and 
appears large and white, the aduIt broods obliquely 
with its body at 4 5 O  to the horizontal, so revealing the 
nestling which is 'often seen. Furthermore the adult 
frequently stands beside the nest (on guard). Active 
and sits upright on its haunches (i.e. tarsometatarsi). 
The egg tooth is last by about 35 days. Crop when fuII 
may be seen to be covered in fluffy white down. Rarely 
calls when left alone. 

N3: From 41 to 50 days, median 45 days. 

Black primaries and secondaries appear along the 
wings of the nestling, along with the appearance of the 
main dorsal feather tracts. This is the first definitive 
ageing criterion as these feathers are not apparent 
before day 40. However the nestling still gives the 
impression of being more downy than feathered. 

N4: From 51 to 60 days, median 55 days. 

Feathers starting to appear on the back, chest and tail 
but no tibial feathers. Folded wing appears scruffy as 
the good covering of the upper wing coverts have 
downy tips to the feathers. 

N5: From 61 to 80 days, median 70 days. 

Tibia1 feathers appear. Nestling now appears fully 
feathered. The underwing coverts start emerging. 
Nestling often sits and is ungainly when it stands. 
Folded wing has last row of upper coverts appearing 
as dark with white tips so that the wing appears to 
have a thin white line running along it. 

N6: From 81 to 120 days. 

Nestling well co-ordinated, stands with ease and exer- 
cises regularly. Has a most conspicuous pale, almost 
white head in contrast to buff, or  brown of the rest of 
the body. Folded wing is pale in the upper half dark 
in the lower half. Dark upper wing coverts form a 
broad line across the wing. They are still separated 
from the dark primaries and secondaries only by a 
thin, pale line. Patagal feathers still growing. 

N7: From 120 days to fledging. 

The bare skin of the neck turns from a greenish-blue 
to a pink. Patagiurn becomes fully feathered. 

FREE FLYING B I R D S  

The following five age categories of free-flying Cape 
vultures are proposed (Figure 5, Table 2). 

The  Fledgl ing 

The fledgling phase in the Cape vulture's development 
is best recognised by the following behavioural clues:- 
fledglings are "unsteady on their wings", making 
many false and attempted landings, often misreading 
the updraughts and conscquentty spending much time 
flapping vigorously to make up lost height. They may 
also land in open unprotected places on the ground 
where one would not expect to see vultures. FledgIings 
are able to recognise their parents from afar and often 
start begging when the latter are flying hundreds of 
metres away. The pIumage characters are the same as 
for the juvenile. 

T h e  Juveni le  

All the contour and flight feathers on a juvenile are 
pointed, and this feature is particular1 y conspicuous 
for the last row of upperwing coverts, which are bath 
pointed and broadly tipped in white (Figure 3(a)). The 



white tips appear as a thin white line along the wing 
and this line is visible, under good atmospheric condi- 
tions, from a distance of hundreds of metres. There is 
a conspicuous bare patch at the rear base of the neck. 
The chest and belly appear broadly streaked, and over- 
all the juvenile has a darker appearance than an adult. 
Figure 4 (a) illustrates the head, neck and ruff of a 
juvenile bird. 

The juveniles are fairly adept at flying, but cIose 
inspection shows that they flap more than adults do, 
and that they are still a little "shaky in the air", espe- 
cially under turbnlent conditions. 

FIGURE 34a): Juvenile contour/covert feather. pointed and white- 
tipped, (b) adult contour (covert fearher, rounded and broadly 
edged i n  white. 

FIGURE 4(a): Head, neck and ruff of a juvenile bird, (b) head, 
neck and ruff of an adult bid.  

The  Immatu re  

The immature can be categorised into a young imma- 
ture and an old immature. The age class begins with 
the first moult that starts towards the end of the first 
year (actually one year after the nestling hatches) and 
ends in the fifth or sixth year. It may vary from 
individual to individual and with environmental or  
stress conditions; some captive birds, for example, 
seem to have unsynchroniscd or deIayed changes. 

The  Young Immatu re  

The key, or diagnostic features of a young immature 
Cape vulture are:- 

EYE: black, ageing to brown 
SKIN ON NECK: bright pink, even red, turning 
bluish-purple with time 
FACE: khaki, but can flush pinkish 
HEAD AND NECK COVERING: 'kotton-woolish" 
where it is not bare 
RUFF: streaked, buff-coloured feathers, long and lan- 
ceolated 
BACK FEATHERS: most are dark, pointed with a 
central white rib and having the tip "dipped as if in 
white", but newIy moulted ones from the end of the 
first year are round with a broad white edging (Figure 
3 Ib)) 
LAST ROW OF GREATER WING COVERTS: a 
mixture of pointed and rounded, all have moulted by 
the end of the second year 
UNDERWING FEATHERS: the coverts are streaked 
but with the last row black; the primaries and secon- 
daries appear uniformly black 
BREAST PATCHES: wholly pink or  red 
DISTENDED CROP: white, covered in down. 

It is estimated that this age class extends from three- 
quarters of the way in the first year after fledging to 
the end of the third year; the head, neck and ruff are 
similar in appearance to those of the juvenjIe (Figure 
4 (a)). 

T h e  OId Immatu re  

The key characteristics are: 
EYE: brown changing through orange to yellow 
SKIN ON HEAD AND NECK: bluish head with an 
increase in blue, decrease in pink on the neck, as time 
passes 
HEAD AND NECK COVERING: intermediate 
between a young immature and an adult 
RUFF: starts to disintegrate rapidly to the adult state 
when the bird is in its fourth year 
BACK FEATHERS: after the young immature's 
moult, all new feathers are conspicuous because they 
are well rounded without the white tips but instead 
have a broad white edging (Figure 3(b)) 
LAST ROW OF GREATER WING COVERTS: as 
above for the back 
UNDERWING FEATHERS: starts to attain adult 
plumage in third year 
BREAST PATCHES: change sometime in this period. 
This age class extends from the fourth to sixth years, 
and includes the "sub-adult" class of Mundy (1982, p. 
38). 

T h e  Adu l t  

The full adult plumage is attained in the bird's sixth, 
or seventh year. The adult bird is paler than the 
juvenile though the degree of paleness may vary 
geographically (A.E Boshoff gers. comm.); the north- 
ern birds are more cinnamon-coloured whereas the 
birds from the south may be quite white. Colouration 
also varies with age; older birds are the whitest, espe- 
cially on the back. The key features to look for are: 

EYE: a definite yellow 
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FIGURE 5: Photogmphs of the smn nestling mtegorks (a) M, 
- 20 *; (b) N2,3 - 40 m (C) N3.41 - SQ days; 

(d) N4,51 - 60 (C) NS, 61-%Q days; (f) N6,81-120 a (g) 
NI,W*-fladslng, 
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FIGURE 5 CONTINUED: Photographs of the four fredIying we chskes: @) fledgliing and juvenile, (f) young jmmaturq (j) old Immature, 
and (k) adult. 

NI I Small, white, wak; lies prone in nest; tightly brooded 
l 

TABLE i: Summary of ageing for u e s t l i ~ .  TABLEZ: Summary of ageing charackrisfics for immatm and aduIi 

N2 ) Seoond coat white down, larger; oft& lighuy bmoded 
1 

CI& 

N3 I Black primary and doW f e a b  appear, SW d m y  
I 

N4 I More feathers m back, chest and fail, no tibd feathers 
1 

CWacteristic8 

N5 1 Tibial ~~ shm; nestling P& white line on wing 
1 

b i d .  

N6 I Conspicuous white head; stands; 
1 1 N7 I Bare neck turns From gmdblue to pink 

SKIN ON THE HEAD AND NECK: deep Mue WCK FEATHER& broad and munded with a central 
HEAD AND NECK COVERtNG: sparse and hair- black patch near the end in an otherwise white feather, 
like with a conspicuous bare patch at the rear base of quite distinctive (Figure 3 (b)) 
the neck LAST ROW OF G R E N E R  WING COVERTS: as 
RUFF: compact, short, white, looking Like a lady's above for the back 
"powder puff' (Figure W)) UNDERWING FEATHERS: white coverts with last 



row that sometimes shows black spots; contrast 
between silvery-white vanes of secondaries and their 
black tips gives appearance of a terminal black line to 
the secondaries, the white differentiates them from the 
primaries 
BREAST PATCHES: blue with an inner edge of 
pinkish red 
DISTENDED CROP: pale brown. 

DISCUSSION 

Nestlings can readily be differentiated into three 
groups, namely those not having primary feathers (NI 
and N2), those having primary feathers (N3-NS) and 
those with a distinct white head (N6 and N7). 

Fledglings and juveniles can only be separated on 
behaviour, the former returning frequently to the nest 
site. The transition from fledgling to juvenile is not 
well marked. Free flying birds can be separated into 
young immature (dark eye and red neck) and adult 
(yellow eye and bluish neck), while the old immature 
is intermediate. 

The major age classes given above are readily discerni- 
ble and reference to the detailed descriptions in the 
text, the tables and figures should help in identifying 
birds in every age category. 

Some observers may confuse the Cape vuIture with the 
smalIer whitebacked vulture G. africmus but refer- 
ence to Mundy (1973. 1982, p, 46), Steyn (1982, p. 
21-31) and Maclean (1985, p. 108) should help to dis- 
tinguish them. 

As to the study of breeding Cape vultures and their 
nestlings an important warning is given: 

No observers should ever approach a nesting cliff so 
closely that they disturb the adults who may then fly 
off. This is especially important if there are any 
nestlings less than 40-50 days old as they are winera- 
bEe to predation by black eagles Aquila verreauxii and 
whitenecked ravens Corvus capemis; in earlier times 
some researcher-induced nestling mortality was caused 
(see Vernon et al. 1982). 
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